Is respondents’ inattention in online surveys a major issue for research?
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Abstract

Participant attentiveness may represent a major concern for all researchers using online self-report survey data, as findings from non-diligent participants add noise and can significantly decrease results reliability. Therefore, attention checks have become a popular method in survey design across social sciences to capture careless or insufficient-effort of respondents, thus increasing quality of samples and the internal validity of the research. The aim of this note is to offer an overview and categorization of the different techniques adopted to flag inattentive respondents and present the potential drawbacks of not considering the issue in social sciences research.
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Introduction

The Internet offers a great opportunity for researchers to collect large and relatively cheap samples compared with other techniques such as face-to-face interviews or laboratory samples (Buhrmester et al., 2011). Online surveys rely on respondents’ attentiveness to questions and treatments in order to obtain valid data. However, with the increasing use of online self-administered surveys, the quality of responses is progressively questioned due to careless respondents. Researchers define this phenomenon as inattentive response behaviour or satisficing behaviour or careless responding (Meade & Craig, 2012) or insufficient effort responding (Bowling et al., 2016) or, in earlier literature, random responding (Beach, 1989); i.e.: the phenomenon occurs when respondents carelessly read instructions/items and provide thoughtless answers (Krosnick, 1991). Indeed, respondents’ inattention is a severe threat for the internal validity of social science research, particularly when relying on stated preference data (Carlsson, 2012; Murphy et al., 2005). Other issues that compromises the accuracy of the data, beyond careless responding, is when respondents deliberately give false answers, due to social desirability, linguistic incompetence, misunderstanding, difficulty of the questions or short reaction time. These latter topics are, however, beyond the scope of current note and will not be discussed hereafter.

Inattention can obscure both experimental manipulations and correlational results (Meade & Craig, 2012; Oppenheimer et al., 2009). Among the many causes of inattention, scholars have highlighted some, such as: having a low level of motivation or interest in the survey, low personalization, difficulty of the questions, physical distance with the investigator, environmental distractions (Meade & Craig, 2012) and personality variables (Bowling et al., 2016). A negative effect has also been confirmed by the length of the questionnaire (Gibson & Bowling, 2019; Meade & Craig, 2012). Indeed longer surveys require more efforts from respondents (Galesic, 2006), thus it is reasonable to expect that participants’ attention decrease during compilation. This, in turn, leads to a higher chance to find inattentive responses.

To illustrate, different cognitive models have been proposed to account for how respondents answer to surveys. Among the most cited ones, we recall the one by Tourangeau et al. (2000: 7-14) that structures the process of responding a question in four consecutive steps: 1] comprehending the question, 2] retrieving relevant information, 3] integrating this information into a required judgment, and 4] selecting and reporting the appropriate answer. Performing any of these steps in a superficially manner results in non-optimal response behaviour (Krosnick, 1999). As a consequence, researchers have developed a plethora of attention checks, also called screeners, aimed to identify careless respondents and allow scholars to reduce noise prior
to conducting analyses (Maniaci & Rogge, 2014). Indeed, psychologists, sociologists, and political scientists nowadays strongly rely on screeners to identify inattentive respondents and, eventually, remove invalid responses from datasets (Berinsky et al., 2014). Whereas, other researchers rarely apply this type of technique to detect careless respondents even if most of the studies undertaken in these fields of inquiry use self-administered online survey data to investigate individual-level attitudes and behaviours (Malone & Lusk, 2018).

Starting from these considerations, the overall objective of this note is to provide a complete and systematic overview of main techniques adopted in this field, as well as highlighting their potential in effectively flagging careless respondents. The contribution of current note: it summarizes empirical studies that have addressed the issue of respondents’ inattention in online surveys; it categorizes the main techniques used in the literature to comprehend their potential to detect respondents’ inattention.

1. Empirical studies overview

In order to tackle the objective of current contribution, a review of studies that have performed original Internet-based data collection procedures to detect and measure the number of careless respondents was performed. To make such review complete and replicable, the standard requirements of systematic literature reviews as specified by PRISMA was performed (Liberati et al., 2009). The sources were identified by searching peer-reviewed published literature in the databases Scopus® and Web of Science®. For both databases a structured query was developed by using twenty-two search terms in Boolean combination with ‘survey’. Keywords were first selected by a random reading of some papers and then adding all the possible keywords as literature was covered. In the end, in Scopus® the search was conducted within the fields ‘article title, abstract and keywords’. Results were limited to documents written in English and included in the fields ‘article’, ‘review’, ‘short survey’ and ‘undefined’. Documents whose subject area was focused on Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology, Engineering or Mathematics were excluded. In Web of Science®, the search was conducted within the field ‘topic’, limiting results to those written in English, included in the field ‘article’ and not covering the research areas of Mathematical Methods in Social Sciences and Mathematics. The refined search produced 108 documents for the first database and 61 for the second one. After this procedure, 10 additional records relevant to the topic were selected by checking the bibliography of authors having at least two documents included in the stock of those identified previously. The identification process ended with removal of duplicate studies.
Documents resulting from identification were screened by two independent reviewers according to five eligibility criteria (one inclusion criterion and four exclusion criteria) – besides the exclusion of articles whose topic was completely off-track respect to the purpose of the study. Only articles useful to provide data to respond to the research question were included in the review (inclusion criterion). Results excluded were those that: 1) were based on non-online surveys (since the current study is focused on online surveys); 2) were exclusively devoted to a technical description of one of the methodologies at hand (since not useful to respond to the research question); 3) were aimed to identify inattentive responses connected to mental health disorders (since inattentive responses due to mental disorders would bias the validity of results); and 4) were mainly focused on personality traits driving careless behaviour (since the focus of these studies is unbalanced toward technical aspects related to psychological analysis). The screening process was carried out in two consecutive steps. First, hand searching, reading title, source and abstract of each document were used to check the meeting with eligibility criteria. Then, the entire articles were read when more information was required to determine correspondence with eligibility criteria. We finished the document selection process on the 24th of July 2019. A total of 179 documents were identified through databases searching yielding to 54 articles included for deep reading\textsuperscript{1}. Nearly 63% of all the reviewed papers have been published in the last three years (2017-2019) and the overall time interval of publication is between 2012 and 2019. The studies were conducted in 20 countries, notably 31 out of 54 (57.4%) were performed in the USA (including those performed in more than one country), followed by Germany (5 studies) and Spain (4 studies). The average sample size of the analysis was slightly above 1.199 respondents (median = 690), with a minimum number of 73 observations and a maximum of 13.340.

1.1. Categorization of techniques

From the literature consulted, many are the methods researchers can implement to identify respondents who have failed to provide thoughtful responses (Table 1). One simple, direct technique to detect inattention is to include \textit{self-report questions}, requiring respondents to rate their degree of care in taking the survey task. These indices generally appear in the form of a direct question on a self-reported measure of effort (as “I did not pay much attention to this questionnaire”) at the end of a survey.

\textsuperscript{1} Besides articles cited in the text, all the documents resulting from the database search are reported in the reference section.
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Table 1 - Implementation examples of different techniques to detect respondents’ inattention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Definition (Source)</th>
<th>Implementation example (Source)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ad-hoc questions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report questions</td>
<td>Items asking participants how much effort they applied in responding or how they judge the quality of their data (Curran, 2016)</td>
<td>“I never really put much thought into my answers on the evaluations but just bubble in answers to get done quickly” (Bassett <em>et al.</em>, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention checks</td>
<td>Items placed in scale with explicit correct response (Curran, 2016)</td>
<td>“Choose strongly agree if you are reading this” (Kostyk <em>et al.</em>, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistency scales</td>
<td>Pairs of items with highly redundant content, to which participants should provide similar responses (Meade &amp; Craig, 2012)</td>
<td>“I am an active person” paired with “I have an active lifestyle” (Maniaci &amp; Rogge, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogus items</td>
<td>Odd items placed in scale to solicit particular responses (Curran, 2016)</td>
<td>“I was born on February 30” (Huang <em>et al.</em>, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trap questions</td>
<td>Participant is instructed to ignore the response format and select a specific answer (Berinsky <em>et al.</em>, 2014)</td>
<td>“Please ignore the question below about how you are feeling and instead check only the ‘none of the above’ option as your answer”; “Please click on the word that describes how you are currently feeling” (Malone &amp; Lusk, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-hoc analysis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response time</td>
<td>Time of survey completion (Curran, 2016)</td>
<td>e.g. faster than 2 s/item (Huang <em>et al.</em>, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longstring analysis</td>
<td>Measuring the tendency to choose identical answers in blocks of items (Meade &amp; Craig, 2012)</td>
<td>e.g participants who indicate consecutive strings of at least seven “strongly disagrees,” seven “disagrees,” twelve “neither agree nor disagrees,” ten “agrees,” or eight “strongly agrees” should be flagged (Huang <em>et al.</em>, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique</td>
<td>Definition (Source)</td>
<td>Implementation example (Source)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Even-odd consistency</td>
<td>Within-person correlation of odd numbered scale scores with even numbered scale scores (Curran, 2016)</td>
<td>e.g. we numbered the items of scales and split them by even and odd numbers to create the subscales. We then dichotomised the Even-Odd Consistency value by calculating the mean (M = .78) and standard deviation (SD = .17), and setting the cut score two standard deviations below the mean (.45), such that participants with values below .45 received a score of 1 which indicated they were flagged as careless (Francavilla et al., 2019, p. 233)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic/Psychometric antonyms/synonyms</td>
<td>Within-person correlations on sets of semantically/correlation-based matched pairs of items with opposite or similar meaning (Curran, 2016)</td>
<td>e.g. are computed as the within person correlation across pairs of items […] We sought to ensure item pairs with a negative correlation stronger than −.60 […] strong positive correlations exceeding +.60 threshold (Meade &amp; Craig, 2012, p. 442)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-item standard deviation</td>
<td>Degree of drift in responses from mean of individual response pattern (Curran, 2016)</td>
<td>e.g. this index calculates intrapersonal variation in responses using the calculation for the unbiased estimate of the standard deviation. The mean for the standard deviation calculation is that individual’s scale mean, rather than the group’s mean. An Inter-Item standard deviation closer to zero represents highly consistent responding (Francavilla et al., 2019, p. 234)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual response variability</td>
<td>The standard deviation of a participant’s responses to all items on a questionnaire (Dunn et al., 2018)</td>
<td>e.g. we calculated this index over items from various scales and without recoding reverse scored items. Lower values of the index are indicative of a higher level of insufficient effort responding (Dunn et al., 2018, p. 112)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 - Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Definition (Source)</th>
<th>Implementation example (Source)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mahalanobis distance</td>
<td>Distance of response pattern from multidimensional center of all responses (Curran, 2016)</td>
<td>e.g. participants were flagged if their $D^2$ value placed them in the highest 5% of the chi-square distribution (DeSimone &amp; Harms, 2018, p. 566)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ elaboration.

While highly transparent for respondents, limitations of this technique are clearly related to its vulnerability to dishonesty (Desimone et al., 2015) and to the fact that careless participants may likely respond inattentively also to self-reported attention questions. Whereas, in bogus items, also called infrequency items, questions are constructed to appear face-valid on a quick visual inspection, but obvious or absurd on deeper inspection (Meade & Craig, 2012). To illustrate, in bogus items respondents are required to agree or disagree with statements to which everyone should answer with the same response, flagging anyone who endorses aberrant options (for example: “I am paid biweekly by leprechauns” or “While watching TV, I had a fatal heart attack”). A known downside of infrequency scales is that counterfactual or improbable items that have clear correct responses can annoy and/or confuse participants (McKibben & Silvia, 2015), eventually leading to survey drop-out. Other scholars have also pointed-out that humorous or ambiguous content could influence item endorsement by attentive respondents (Meade & Craig, 2012). Another technique is called instructional manipulation checks (Oppenheimer et al., 2009), also called attention checks or screener questions, where a key phrase is added to a longer set of instructions, generally instructing the respondent to ignore the question options and respond in some other manner. Individuals who pass the check can be defined as attentive respondents. Alternatively, respondents might be instructed to pick two or more unlikely choices from a list of answers, or to choose the ‘other’ option (eventually inserting an experimenter-determined response). This method is also defined as instructed-response items, or trap questions, or validation questions – e.g. “If you are paying attention select strongly disagree for this item” (Malone & Lusk, 2018). An important limitation of these checks is that they only detect whether respondents are attentive when reading instructions, not while answering survey questions (Edwards, 2019). A further technique to detect attentiveness is the adoption of inconsistency scales, in which respondents are faced
with paired items that are almost identical in meaning, located in different parts of the survey (generally at the beginning and then at the end). Thus, all pairs of items should be endorsed similarly; as “I am an active person” and “I have an active lifestyle”. However, a core limitation of inconsistency measures is the use of Likert-type scales, and therefore participants may respond consistently around the midpoint of the scale across the pairs of items resulting in an unreliable detection of inattentiveness (Maniaci & Rogge, 2014). These different families of listed techniques use the inclusion of specific elements in the questionnaire before data collection, to verify the attention of respondents, and use them to make decisions on data quality.

A different family of methods to detect inattentiveness also exists in the literature, which uses archival or statistical screening. These techniques are mainly based on post-hoc analyses of the data of substantive interest and do not introduce dedicated additional elements to the questionnaire (and thus are sometimes defined as non-invasive). The most frequently used technique of this family is the response time, also called page timing (i.e.: the time taken by an individual to respond to a set of elements (Curran, 2016). Response time can be calculated on an entire questionnaire or page-by-page basis, and in this case being more useful when attempting to identify sporadic or local random responding (DeSimone & Harms, 2018). The response time will obviously be different for the different surveys depending on the number of elements and difficulty in understanding the question, but it is an immediate technique to detect answers that are too fast and potentially random. Another intuitive technique for identifying random answers is the longstring analysis which detects those who do little or no effort to change their response during a survey, (almost) always using the same response option. Similar to the response time, long-string analysis can vary depending on the type of scale and length of options, so that the technique can be difficult to compare among different data collections without first making an appropriate scaling. A set of post-hoc techniques are used to measure internal consistency such as the even-odd consistency (“within-person correlation of odd numbered scale scores with even numbered scale scores”), semantic or psychometric antonyms/synonyms (“within-person correlations on sets of semantically matched pairs of items with opposite or similar meaning”), inter-item standard deviation (“degree of drift in responses from mean of individual response pattern”) (Curran, 2016: 17) and – as an extension of the long string index – the individual response variability (“the standard deviation of a participant’s responses to all items on a questionnaire”), a technique flexible and easy to calculate (Dunn et al., 2018). The underlying assumption of these methods of interpersonal coherence is that an attentive responder provides a pattern of responses that is internally coherent and therefore any random data should be easily identifiable as noise against a valid response (Curran,
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A direct consequence of the inattentive response may be the presence of outliers. Among post-hoc indirect techniques, the distance of Mahalanobis is used in several studies (Maniaci & Rogge, 2014; Meade & Craig, 2012). It measures the distance of the response model from multidimensional centre of all answers identifying, in this way, random answers.

Since literature has not established a commonly accepted categorization of techniques, in the current review we propose the simple distinction between studies applying in their research one methodology (single technique) or more than one (multiple techniques).

Overall, there are several ways to identify low quality data in surveys. The removal of these invalid respondents has been shown to reduce the error and provide more valid results; in addition, the use of these techniques can help explain any anomalies in the results. In general terms, some scholars have also pointed-out that all types of attention check questions can “wake up” individuals as when a respondent realizes that some queries are made to detect inattentiveness, he/she will be more careful in avoiding errors in subsequent questions (Mancosu et al., 2019). However, it is worth noting that choosing a particular attention check among the others, as well as identifying the best way to treat inattentive respondents, are not processes free of pitfalls. As highlighted in the next sections of this note, the power of different techniques to detect careless responses is different; therefore, techniques should be chosen according to the best trade-off between the appropriateness of the technique in the study design, the cognitive effort required to participants in the questionnaire and a minimum threshold of the expected number of detected individuals. Furthermore, management of

**Figure 1 - Attempted categorization of techniques to detect respondents’ inattention**

![Diagram showing various attention check techniques](source)

*Source: authors’ elaboration.*
inattentive responses (e.g. dropping versus retaining flagged respondents) should take into account that a particular choice will influence the study outcomes in terms, for example, of statistical power, inference accuracy or estimation reliability.

In Figure 1, a categorization of techniques is proposed according to whether their logic to detect respondents’ inattention is based on the introduction of specific elements in questionnaires (ad-hoc questions) or on the adoption of different types of analysis to perform after the survey (post-hoc analysis).

1.2. Techniques’ ability to detect inattentive respondents

Figure 2 reports the frequency of the methodology adopted to detect careless responses. The most common method used in the reviewed articles is to adopting more than one technique at the same time, with 20 studies out of 54 (37%) classified in this category, mostly adopting 2, 3 or 5 techniques (respectively 30%, 20% and 20% of multiple checks articles). If one excludes multiple checks articles, the most used methodologies are those included in the category “Attention check/Instructional Manipulation Checks/Screener questions” (11 articles; 20.4%), followed by “Validation question/Trap question/Instructed-Response Items” (9 articles; 16.7%) and “Post hoc analysis” (5 articles; 9.3%). Whereas, the least represented categories are “Self-report question”, “Individual response variability” and “New technique”2 (1 article; 1.9% each), while “Longstring”, “Inter-Item Standard Deviation”, “Mahalanobis D2”, “Psychometric/Semantic antonyms/synonyms” are never used as single check strategy (0 articles). Whereas, considering also multiple checks articles for the count of individual techniques implementation, the most adopted techniques are those in the category “Response time/Page timing” (21 articles; 38.9%), followed by “Multiple checks” (20 articles; 37%), “Attention check/Instructional Manipulation Checks/Screener questions” (16 articles; 29.6%) and “Validation question/Trap question/Instructed-Response Items” (15 articles; 27.8%). In this case, the least represented categories are “Inter-Item Standard Deviation” and “New technique” (1 article; 1.9% each). Lastly, among the multiple checks studies, the most represented category are “Response time/Page timing” and “Longstring”, with 18 (90%) and 11 (55%) articles out of 20, respectively; whereas the least are “New technique”, “Other Types of Post

2. Innovative techniques to detect careless respondents from careful respondents such as: a specific cut-off value of response time (floodlight detection of careless respondents) (Dogan, 2018); a virtual presence and animated shape in the survey (Ward et al., 2017); use of termed person temporal consistency (D2 ptc) in empirical data (Kerry, 2018) or implementation of indicators/scales to measure specific dimensions (Wood et al., 2017).
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Figure 2 - Frequency of techniques identified in the reviewed articles

![Pie chart showing frequency of techniques]

Source: authors’ elaboration.

Figure 3 - Percentage of inattentive responses detected by technique

![Bar chart showing percentage of inattentive responses]

* IISD = Inter-item standard deviation; MD = Mahalanobis D2; L = Longstring; NT = New technique; BI-I = Bogus items/Infrequency items; MC = Multiple checks; RT-PT = Response time/Page timing; VQ-TQ-IRI = Validation questions/Trap questions/Instructed-response items; EO-PR = Even-odd/Personal reliability; PHA = Other types of post hoc analysis; IRV = Individual response variability; SRQ = Self-report questions; AC-IMC-SQ = Attention checks/Instructional manipulation checks/Screener questions; PA-PS-SA-SS = Psychometric/Semantic antonyms/synonyms.

Source: authors’ elaboration.
hoc analysis” and “Inter-Item Standard Deviation”, with 0, 1 (5%) and 1 (5%) articles out of 20, respectively.

To estimate the share of careless respondents detected, each study was scanned calculating the percentage of inattentive respondents with respect to total sampled individuals. For each technique, an average value was calculated (Fig. 3). For articles including more than one result for each technique (e.g. those composed of more than one study), the average percentage value was computed. In those articles adopting a multiple checks strategy, we accounted the overall pervasiveness value as well as the percentage associated to each technique used. However, some articles reported either the former or the latter information. Only two articles (Borger, 2016; Huang et al., 2015), initially included in the review, passing all eligibility criteria, lacked percentages to incorporate in the calculation; these documents were not excluded since still suitable to answer the research question.

Adopting this method, techniques having the highest percentages of flagged respondents are those belonging to the category “Psychometric/Semantic antonyms/synonyms” (38.9% of inattentive responses identification), followed by “Attention check/Instructional Manipulation Checks/Screener questions” (34.9%) and “Self-report question” (32.8%). The lowest shares are found for the Inter-Item Standard Deviation methodology, for which a value of 4.35% was calculated. Those researches, in which a multiple check strategy was adopted, were able to detect, on average, 17.7% of inattentive responses, a higher share compared to the categories “Inter-Item Standard Deviation”, “Mahalanobis D2”, “Longstring”, “New Technique” and “Bogus item/Infrequency items”. However, this average is lower than the median value of the overall distribution (20.4%) and the average percentage value of single check strategies (21.3%).

Following the categorization proposed in Section 2, and according to the techniques included in the studies identified in the overview, ad-hoc questions detect higher shares of careless respondents (25.5% flagged on average) than post-hoc methodologies (20.4%).

2. Discussion and Conclusions

Present note revealed that the amount of research investigating careless responding in online surveys is still quite limited in the academic literature (56 identified articles), with the majority of papers published in the last three years and 57% performed in the USA. Most studies adopt one, single technique to detect respondents’ inattention (63%), while the remaining studies apply two or more flagging techniques. Among the various available methodologies, the most commonly used are the categories: Attention
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check/Instructional Manipulation Checks/Screener questions and Validation question/Trap question/Instructed-Response Items. Considering all the reviewed studies, the median share of inattentive respondents detected in the online surveys was 20.4%, revealing the strong pervasiveness of the issue and thus its detrimental potential for the validity of research findings. Furthermore, the percentage of flagged responses ranges widely among the studies and the different techniques applied by scholars. Starting from as low as a 4.3% share, estimated in studies using Inter-Item Standard Deviation, up to 38.9% computed in researches applying Psychometric/Semantic antonyms/synonyms. The great variability of outcomes stemming from diverse techniques that flag inattentive respondents powerfully suggests the need to better tune these methodologies to common standards and consolidated thresholds. A further reason of concern is that adopting different techniques may thus influence research findings, leading to reject or validate the tested hypothesis depending on the technique. Further studies should therefore aim to target and precisely represent defined sub-populations (as, for example, household primary responsible for shopping or demarcated generational cohorts). In addition, research developments should focus on the potential biases residing in the study design and in the data gathering process to assure higher robustness of overall outcomes. Results of the following three typologies of studies should be also compared by future literature: researches adopting non online data collection methods, researches adopting online data collection methods without attention checks and researches adopting online data collection methods with different types of attention checks.

Ultimately, it is crucial for scholars to effectively manage data that includes inattentive responses. Literature suggests that the possible approaches to deal with carelessness issue in survey research are: i) simply remove respondents flagged as inattentive from dataset; ii) drop flagged respondents and reweight the rest of the data; iii) keep all data and account for attentiveness through statistical adjustments; iv) retain all respondents and ignore attentiveness in data analysis. Clearly all the four methods face several limitations (Alvarez et al., 2019; Berinsky et al., 2014). For example, dropping inattentive respondents from data leads to a loss in power due to sample size reduction. In addition, inattentiveness may be related to respondents’ individual characteristics associated with the research topic and thus removing careless responses from the data may alter estimations. On the contrary retaining all responses, neglecting inattention, adds noise to data and can likely prompt inaccurate inferences. Consequently, scholars should cautiously evaluate the best solution to manage inattentiveness based on the specific characteristics of their research questions, survey design and sample (always bearing in mind that data collection is costly).
The findings of the empirical studies overview must be interpreted with some caution. Specifically, we are aware that some articles might be missing since numerous terms have been used to describe responses to questionnaire items that are made without consideration of the content (e.g. insufficient effort responding, careless responding, inconsistent responding). Future studies should try to standardise keywords and vocabulary to assist the development of knowledge on this topic.

Online surveys are easy to administer, relatively cheap, not disposed to data entry errors, and effectively integrate with statistical software programs (Francavilla et al., 2019). However, the reliability and validity of the generated data is often impacted by inattentive respondents. While scholars are well aware that not all respondents pay sufficient attention when completing self-report surveys, the issue is quite overlooked in many fields of research (Gao et al., 2016; Malone & Lusk, 2018; Maniaci & Rogge, 2014). Therefore, researchers using online surveys are encouraged to become familiar with techniques for detecting careless responding, providing evidence of findings validity and ruling out potential confounds. Furthermore, scholars are increasingly urged to carefully design online surveys in order to keep respondents interested, attentive, focused, and motivated. In addition, useful procedures are also available for researchers interested in treating effectively the flagged data, without restricting the study’s representativeness and external validity (Abbey & Meloy, 2017). Today there are several guidelines researchers can follow to determine the most appropriate screening technique for their specific study depending on the survey design and methodology (e.g. Curran, 2016; Desimone et al., 2015). The findings of current note aim to increase this literature, providing an overview and categorization of the different detection techniques and reporting the available indicators of careless responses.
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